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Abstract. We have defined in this paper, a new kind of stochastic reward network (SRN) by
introducing matrix attributes and fuzzy parameters of timed transitions and of rewriting
rules, called MFRSRN, allowing the dynamic marking-dependent reconfiguration of these
models. Moreover, this formalism offers a descriptive language that allows managing the
compact representations the model's size through the introduction of matrix structuring
and rewriting mechanisms of the compositional model's behavior. As an example of
application, we show how the proposed formalism can be applied to performance modeling
of network “Defense in Breadth” system which includes the combination of firewall, IDS,
honeypot and moving target defense (MTD) techniques, taking into account the
probabilistic and epistemic uncertainty aspects.
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1. Introduction
Currently computer networks (CNs), embedded computing systems, information
systems and control systems with interconnecting components and increasing
interconnection have become a key infrastructure in different fields of applications, where
the information security of CNs is constantly confronted with seriousness severity of
challenges. Some of the major causes of these situations are that the current configurations
of CN security systems are typically deterministic, static and homogeneous [1]. These
features reduce attackers' difficulties in identifying specific targets by scanning CN
vulnerabilities, in accessing essential information, which gives attackers asymmetrical
advantages in developing, launching and spreading attacks, and defenders are always
disadvantaged by their late reaction.
In order to ensure the better security and availability of the CN, a variety of defense
techniques have been proposed and developed, among which the most common are:
firewalls [2]; the intrusion detection systems (IDS) [3]; honeypots [4] and Moving Target
Defense (MTD) [5 - 7]. As a first line of defense, the firewall protects CN against intruders.
However, the firewall very rarely can identify the attacks of the allowed services [2].
Therefore, it is easy for attackers to bypass the firewall and to penetrate into the CN. IDS is
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a well-known technique of security analysts in order to detect intrusions and misuse of CNs.
However, it is well known that IDS-based defense has the following limitations [3]: (1) it
activates a lot of false alarms; (2) it has a minor effect on the prevention or on the
protection against intrusions; (3) it has a limited capacity to detect the malicious traffic in
real time, thus gives to many false negative alarms.
While IDS has played a key role in cyber security, new proactive defense techniques,
known as intrusion prevention techniques, have recently emerged that target the
shortcomings of using IDS. To this end, intrusion prevention techniques (honeypot
deceptive and MTD) have been introduced to control the actions of the attackers, as a
proactive defense that can be implemented independently or combined with other defense
techniques. Although deception techniques are used to mitigate the attacks success, they
also have some limitations [6], including: they incur additional costs; it increases the
likelihood that they will be detected by the attacker as he experiences them more over
time, thus enhancing the knowledge of the deception detected as part of a "fraud" attack
against a defender.
In order to create difficulties and increase the uncertainty of launching a successful
CN attack, innovative proactive MTD defense techniques have been proposed and used
which continuously change the area of the attack, resulting in increased effort (i.e. cost and
time) [6] when carrying out the attack. For example, SW - a new server software variant,
DPT - new properties of its processing platform, NAS - the system changed its network
address [7]. The key features of MTD have been described in several existing papers [5-7].
Thus, frequent changes of the attack surface increase the attacker's uncertainty about the
behavioral characteristics of the attack target and, thus, make it difficult to identify and
exploit system vulnerabilities and greatly reduce the probability of an attack being
successful.
Not oblivious to the fact that the MTD approach offers a wide range of techniques to
mitigate a wide range of cyber-attacks of CN, some limits on their use have been mentioned
and discussed in the literature [6]. Some MTD techniques are better at dislocating the
attack compared to others, depending on the target of the attacker, which is often
unknown. Also, the use of MTD leads to new costs associated with maintaining the
performance of CN systems and may affect the availability of services or computing
performance and / or network connectivity [6].
Designing a CN security system based on the above-mentioned defense techniques is
a complex task, in which a large number of parameters must be taken into account. The
influence of these parameters is often mutually opposite, often uncertain and weakly
predictable. This situation is explained by the fact that it is necessary to organize the
protection not of the network as such, but of the network with all the computer systems
that work into and which contain many components. And because all of these factors affect
the ability to perform certain attacks, building a CN protection system with a specified level
of security and performance that fully takes them into account is a very daunting task. It
should also be mentioned that, at present, the cyber security of the CN cannot be ensured
or maintained through the use of only one defense technique [8-9]. Therefore, a combined
collection of defense techniques is needed that can collaborate and complement each other
to cope with sophisticated attacks. This type of defense, called “Defense in Breadth” [8],
refers to defense based on several techniques and mechanisms to counter more
sophisticated attack classes.
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In this context, we need to model the behavior of the attackers; the defense
strategies and we need also to evaluate some quantitative QoS (Quality of Service)
characteristics of the CN security system and their ability to fulfill the mission within a set
time frame and in the presence of intruder attacks [10]. When designing a model that
describes the operation of a security system, it is necessary to select specific formalisms,
methods and tools according to the specific requirements to this system, i.e. the objectives,
risks, quality indicators of services, etc., as well as the incompleteness and uncertainty of
the information regarding the behavior of the attackers.
Modeling and simulating the interaction of attackers and CN defense have been a
great topic for several decades. However, the modeling, evaluation and quantitative
analysis of CN information security have only recently attracted more attention of
reseachers. We mention here only some relevant bibliographic sources recently published,
based on mathematical models that use different formalisms and approaches to evaluate
the security mechanisms [11 - 22]. They can be grouped according to the similarity of the
used approaches, being created based on different mathematical formalisms: continuous
time Markov chains (CTMC) [17, 18]; attack tree [20]; theory of mathematical games [14,
22]; Petri net (PN) extensions [12, 15, 16, 19, 21], such as stochastic reward nets (SRN) [23]
and generalized stochastic PN (GSPN) [24], which reflect their different behavioral aspects.
The differences between these models consist in the parameters used as input and in which
performance characteristics of the modeled system are evaluated. CTMC and mathematical
games can be used only for modeling a small class of random attack and defense
interaction processes with a small state space, because these kind of models can only be
built manually and there are some problems with their validation.
SRN and GSPN allow describing the dynamics of the change of system states, to
automate the process of building the underlying LMTC with a very large state space and to
evaluate some QoS indicators.
However, in this type of models, the reconfigurability and the fuzzy epistemic
uncertainties of the attacker's and defense's behavior are not taken into account. It is also
easy to confirm from experience that ordinary SRNs (or GSPNs) [23, 24] are often difficult to
use in practice due to the problem of rapidly increasing the graphical size of the model to
describe the behavior of a real system. In this context, it is necessary to improve the SRN
formalism in order to fully represent more compactly and flexibly the models that describe
complex stochastic processes.
At the same time, the activities of the attackers and the defenses have to be
represented by probability distributions of the possible actions and activities of attack in
each state of the model based on the use of fuzzy numbers.
The uncertainty of epistemic evaluation of the attack risk is related to the imprecise
and incomplete character of the information due to the lack of knowledge about the real
values of the parameters of the defense mechanisms and of the attackers who dynamically
change their states.
This can be achieved by defining a new fuzzy SRN extension (FSRN), based on which
you can build compact graphical models with reconfigurability issues and some quantitative
parameters may be fuzzy numbers.
In this paper a SRN matrix rewriting model (MFRSRN) with fuzzy parameters is
developed and analyzed for the evaluation of the QoS indicators of a security system,
“Defense in Breadth” [8] type, of the CN integrated with firewall, IDS and intrusions
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prevention techniques (i.e., honeypot and MTD), where quantitative parameters are
considered fuzzy numbers.
2. Matrix rewriting SRN with fuzzy parameters
2.1. Elements of fuzzy sets , fuzzy numbers and credibility theory
SRNs are an important formalism that describe the dynamic phenomena under
random uncertainty. However, in the real world we often encounter difficult problems that
cannot be addressed by using only the theory of stochastic processes. To deal with such
complex problems, Liu in [25] have proposed the credibility theory (CT), which is a branch
of mathematics for studying the behavior of systems with fuzzy phenomena. The measure
of credibility is the degree of trust given to a certain data set, to an occurrence of events, to
some fuzzy variables, etc. The purpose of the credibility theory is to efficiently combine
information from various sources: previous and current data, data on individual and
collective risk, rates of attacks and defenses, etc. [25].
The theory of fuzzy sets and concepts with fuzzy numbers [26 - 28] appears from the
need to express quantitatively the imprecise quantities, in which range of values taken by
the function of belonging is no longer limited to two values, but it is extended to the whole
interval [ 0, 1].
To facilitate the exposition of the proposed approach, in this subsection we present
some basic elements of fuzzy sets, trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (TrFN) [26] and some
elements of CT required defining SRNs with fuzzy parameters.
Let X be the set of discourse. Then a fuzzy subset of X is a function  : X  [0, 1]
and it is denoted by X~ . A fuzzy subset  A~ is called a fuzzy number if A is a subset of the set
of real numbers and there exists at least one real number x such that  A~ ( x )  1 .
Two types of fuzzy numbers are most commonly found in real applications:
trapezoidal numbers and triangular numbers. The use of these types of fuzzy numbers is
more appropriate, one reason being the computing complexity.
Definition 2.1. A fuzzy number is said to be a TrFN if its membership function is given
by the expression (2.1):
0
 ( x  a ) /(b  a )

 A~ ( x )   1
 ( x  d ) /(c  d )

 0

if    x  a
if a  x  b
if b  x  c
if c  x  d
if d  x  

~
Definition 2.2. A TrFN A  ( a , b, c, d ) is said to be zero (respectively non-negative) iff
~
a  0, b  0, c  0, d  0 (iff a  0 ). Also, two TrFNs A  ( a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 ) and B~  ( a 2 , b 2 , c 2 , d 2 )
~ ~
are said to be equal i.e., A  B iff a1  a 2 , b1  b2 , c1  c 2 , d 1  d 2 .
~
Note that the triangular fuzzy number (TFN) A  ( a , b, d ) is a particular case of TrFN
~
A  ( a , b, c, d ) if b  c .
Let  be a nonempty set, and Bag (  ) is its description power that is the set of all
subsets of  . Each element of Bag (  ) is called an event. For each element A  Bag (  ) , a
credibility measure Cr{ A} is defined that expresses the chance of occurrence a fuzzy event
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A [25]. The triplet ( , Bag , Cr ) is called the credibility space, and a fuzzy variable  is
defined as a function (measurable) at this space on the set of real numbers IR . According to
[25], the membership function  (x ) of a measurable fuzzy variable  at space ( , Bag , Cr ) ,

is derived from the credibility measure as follows:

 ( x )  (2Cr{  x})  1, x  IR ,
and for any set B  IR of real numbers we have:
Cr {  B}  (sup   ( x )  1 sup   ( x )) / 2 .
xB c

xB

The average value   E [ ] of  is determined by the following relation [25]:


0

0



E [ ]   Cr{  x}dx   Cr{  x}dx .

According to [25], based on this expression and the membership function  ( x ) of a
trapezoidal fuzzy variable  at [ a , b , c , d ] on 0  a  b  c  d which determines a fuzzy

~

number A  ( a, b, c, d ) , we obtain the relation:   E[ ]  ( a  b  c  d ) / 4 .
This expression will further to be used to determine the parameters of the credible
parameters of an FSRN or MFRSRN model.
2.2. Definition and behavior of matrix rewriting SRN with fuzzy parameters
In order to model more realistically the uncertainty of the attackers' behavior and
the defense reaction of the security system, it is necessary to consider both probabilistic
and fuzzy aspects [28]. As already mentioned, this fact can be achieved by defining a new
extension of SRN in which some quantitative attributes may have fuzzy values. This
enhancement allows the compact modeling of high complexity discrete event systems
(SED) through MFRSRN, without the risk of having a very complicated graphical FRSRN
model, too difficult to represent and difficult to understand.
Let IN  and IR  are sets of nonnegative natural and nonnegative real numbers,
respectively. The definition of an MFRSRN is derived according to [29 -31] and inherits most
of the SRN [23] and GSPN [24] characteristics. In a MFRSRN model, the matrix attributes of
objects (arcs, places capacities, guard functions and transition priorities, rewriting rules,
firing rates of transitions etc.) of the specified type z , depending on the current state of the
network, are defined by a set of matrix A z  [ a iz j ( s )] k n  A . The values of the network
attributes may be constant, variable, or functions of the specified type and may depend on
the current state of the MFRSRN networks.
The size k  n and location of the current element aiz j (s ) of the matrix Az is specified
by a set PAz  P of net control places. For example, for the matrix specifications Az and the
current location of its elements, two control locations should be set. Therefore, the current
number of tokens i  ml  M ( pl ) and j  mv  M ( pv ) in control places pl and p v shows
the position of the respective element of matrix Az , and its values must be imported and
taken into account when executing and analyzing the model. Furthermore, the capacity of
the control places pl  PAz and place p v  PAz should be specified respectively.
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Definition 2.3. The MFRSRN, denoted MR , is specified as a 13-tuple system such that

~ ~
MR= < P , T , R ,  , Arcs , Pri, G E , G R , M 0 ,  , W ,
 P

~, Lsp >, where:

is the finite set of places, | P | n  0 . A place p i  P is drawn with a circle and

can contain a number of tokens mi  M ( pi )  IN  (local state). The current marking (global
state) M of the MR is a vector-column, describing the contents value of each place,
respectively;
 T is a finite set of transitions, | T | k  0 , P  T   , which is partitioned into
T  T0  T , T0  T   so that: T is a set of timed transitions (drawn as black rectangles)
and T0 is a set of immediate transitions (drawn as tin bar);
is a finite set of rewriting rules, | R | k R  0 which is partitioned into R  R 0  R
, R0  R   so that: R is a set of timed rewriting rules (drawn as embedded empty
rectangles) and R0 is a set of immediate rewriting rules (drawn as embedded empty tin
 R

rectangles) about the runtime structural change (reconfiguration) of net, so that
P  T  R   . We let E  T  R denote the set of events of the net;  : E  { T , R } is the
function that indicates for every rewriting rule the type of event can occur;
 Arcs = < Pre, Post, Test, Inh > is a set of forward, backward, test and inhibition
functions, that describes the respectively arcs with matrix marking-dependent weight
cardinalities;
 Pri defines the dynamic matrix marking-dependent priority function for the firing
of each event e  E . The firing of an event with higher priority potentially disables all event
e  E with the lower priority. By default, the Pri( E0 )>Pri( E );
{True, False} is the set of matrix guard function associated with all
event e  E and G R : R  IN | P |  {True, False} is the set of matrix guard function associated
with all rewriting rule r  R . For r  R , the g E ( M )  G E and g r ( M )  G R will be evaluated in
each current marking and if they are evaluated to True, the rewriting rule r is enabled,
otherwise it is disabled. Default value of g E (M ) is True and for g r (M ) it is False;
 G E : E  IN | P | 

 M 0 is

the initial marking of net. Graphically, the initial marking is represented by

writing the value of mi0  M ( pi ) inside the corresponding place pi . If the number mi0 is
small it is common to draw mi0 tokens inside the place pi , represented by black dots. A
missing value indicates zero tokens;
p
 K p : PD  IN|P|  IN {} is the matrix capacity bound 0  Ki   of each place

pi  P , which can contain an integer finite number of tokens. By default and K ip it is
unlimited;
~
  : E  IN |P| IR  is the function that determines the matrix fuzzy firing rate

~
0   (e, M )   (the parameters of exponential-negative law) of timed event e  E , that is

enabled by current marking M ;
| P|

 W : E0  IN   IR is the matrix fuzzy weight function 0  w ( e, M )   which
deter-mines the firing probability q ( t , M ) of immediate event e  E 0 , enabled by current
marking M , therein describes an probabilistic selector;
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~ : P  E  IR is a matrix reward rates (real numbers) assigned to each current

marking M and to each firing event e  E ;
 Lsp is the set of MR ,   1, 2 , n subnet pattern class library involved in
structural reconfiguration of the current MRconfiguration by firing of an enabled rewriting
rule r  R .
Figure 1 summarizes the graphical representation of all MR primitives.
Let be RN  R, M  is the current configuration of MR , where R  < P , T , R ,

~

~ > and M is the current marking of MR.
Arcs , Pri, G E , G R ,  , W , 
A dynamic reconfiguration of RN by the firing of enabled rewriting rule r  R is a
map r : RN L  RNW , where RN L  Lsp subnet and RNW  Lsp subnet are the left-hand side
and the right-hand side of the rewriting operator  assigned to rewriting rule r ,
respectively. The rewriting operator,  , represents a binary operation which produces a
structure change in RN by replacing (rewriting) the fixed current subnet RN L  RN ( RN L are
dissolved with PL  P , E L  E and subset of arcs AL  A ) and a new RNW  Lsp subnet
(with Pw  P , Ew  E and set of arcs AW ) belongs to the new modified resulting underlying
net RN   ( R N \ RN L )  RN W with P   ( P \ PL )  PW and E   ( E \ E L )  EW , A  ( A  AL )  AW
where the meaning of \ (and ) is operation of
removing (adding) RNL from ( RNW to) RN.
In this new R N  net, obtained by the
execution of the enabled r  R , the places and
the events with the same attributes which
belong to R N  are fused. By default, the
rewriting rules r : RN L   or r :   RNW
describe the rewriting rule which maintains
R N   ( RN \ RN L ) or R N   ( RN  RN W ) . So, a
Figure 1. Graphical representation
current state configuration of a RN net is the
of all
primitives.
pair ( R  , M ), i.e. the current structure
configuration R of the net together with a current marking M. Also, the pair ( R0 , M 0 )
with P0  P , E 0  E is the initial configuration. Enabling and firing of events and rewriting
rules are the same as for reconfigurable GSPN presented in [31].
Let the T (M ) and R (M ) , T (M )  R (M )   , be the set of enabled transitions and
rewriting rules in current marking M, respectively. Let the E ( M )  T ( M )  R( M ) , be the set of
enabled events in a current marking M. The event e j  E (M ) fires if no other event
~

e k  E (M )

with

higher

priority

has

been

enabled.

Hence,

for

ej

event

if

(( j  t j )  ( j  rj )  ( g (rj , M )  False ) ) (g (rj , M)  False) ) then the firing of t j  T (M ) or of
R

r j  R (M )

R

j
changes only the current marking: ( R, M ) 
( R, M  )  ( R  R and

e

M [ e j  M  in R  )).

Also, for the every event e j  E if (( j  rj )  ( g R (rj , M )  True )) then the event e j
occurs at firing of the rewriting rule rj and it changes the configuration and marking of the
r

j
current net, such that: ( R , M ) 
( R , M ) , M [ r j  M  ).
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The accessible state graph configuration of a net RN   R, M  is the labeled
directed graph whose nodes are states and whose arcs, which are labeled with events or
rewriting rules of RN , are of two kinds:
a) firing of an enabled event e j  E (M ) : arcs from state ( R, M ) to state ( R  , M  )
labeled with event e j , so that this event can fire in the configuration R at marking M
and leads to a new marking:
ej
M  : ( R , M ) 
( R , M )  ( R  R  and [ M [e j  M  in R );
b) change configuration: arcs from state ( R, M ) to state( R  , M  ) labeled with the
rewriting rule rj  R , r j : ( R L , M L )  R W , M W which represent the change configuration of
r
current RN net: ( R , M ) 
( R , M ) with M [ r j  M  .
j

The operating rules of the network models and the method of analyzing their
behavioral properties are similar to those of the GSPN or SRN models, described in [23, 24].
The difference refers to identifying the firing rates of enabled events.
Thus, we first identify the firing rates (resp. weights) of the enabled timed (resp.
immediate) events, which are represented as TrFN and / or TFN. Using the respective fuzzy
values of these rates (resp. weights), the model is analyzed by running it in a flat SRN
model, for which the Markov chain is equivalent to the fuzzy Markov chain of the original
model. In this paper we will consider only models in which all the structural attributes have
implicit sizes, and the capacity of all places is equal to 1.
3. MRГ-based performance modeling of network defense in breadth systems
In this paper, we assume that if a single CN node is compromised and exploited by
an attacker, the entire security system fails. This harsh security condition is used to evaluate
the level of integrated defense of the security system equipped with honeypot, IDS and
MTD techniques. To model through MRГ the process of serving the packets, the attacks and
the defense of a CN node we will adopt the following assumptions [4, 8, 12]:
• The attacker has a finite set of exploits of the vulnerabilities depending on the
interaction between the attacker and the software stack of the security system of the CN
target nodes;
• An attacker can detect with imperfect knowledge whether a CN node of interest
has a vulnerability or not. That is, he knows with some degree of certainty whether the
accessed node can be exploited to affect the security system, which can lead to system
compromise. He may also, with a certain probability, detect the frauds committed;
• An attacker can learn from his past experience, including from his failure
experiences. Thus, the attacker becomes more intelligent on the basis of this learning,
which reduces the time to compromise the security system;
• RC has a firewall, honeypot and IDS mechanisms, used by a distributed security
system in which each node must detect malicious intruder activities. The IDS is triggered
adaptively at a certain time in proportion of the detected attacks, the IDS also learn from
past attacks;
• The MTD mechanisms are applied according to periodic rules of modification and
displacement of the attack area only in the process of serving the requests and the
occurrence of the time-out expiry event or when a security alert appears. Different types of
MTD mechanisms can be chosen in different rounds of service, but only one can be used in
each round.
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The construction of MR1 model, which describes the behavior of the attacker
interaction, exploiting the vulnerabilities of a given CN and the defense of this network
through "Defense in Breadth" mechanisms, based on the integrated combination of the
techniques presented above, is performed using the method described in [8].
In order to show the advantage of using the approach described in this paper, we
will first present a FSRN1 model, built in the traditional form [23], which describes the
behavior of the attacker interaction exploiting the vulnerabilities of a given CN node and of
the defense of this node through "Defense in Breadth" mechanisms [8], based on the
integrated combination of firewall, honeypot, IDS and MTD techniques. Then we will show
how to build a MR1model based on FSRN1.
Figure 2 shows such a FSRN1 model in which, in order to give graphic visibility to
this type of model, only 3 firewall rules and 3 MTD techniques are considered, namely: SW,
DPT and NAS. In order to describe in the GSPN1 model the on-line switching of the MTD
security mechanisms, 2 timed transitions t18 , t19 are used to reproduce the time-out times of
change (modification) and use of the proactive MTD security techniques.
In this model the places (resp. transitions) correspond to the locale states (resp.
events, actions, activities) of the attacker and of the CN security system.
The meanings of the places, transitions and rewriting rules of the model FRSN1are:
• Places: p 1 - normal state of the CN, it is not attacked; p 2 - an CN node is attacked,
the firewall is activated; p 3 - IDS has triggered a security alert; p 4 - the arrived packet is
malicious; p 5 , p 6 , p 7 - the intruder packet bypass the firewall (with k r1 specified rules); p 8 IDS activates the verification of the legitimacy of the packet data; p 9 - IDS did not trigger a
security alert, the honeypot trap is activated; p10 - the intruder is trapped in the honeypot
trap; p11 - the intruder bypassed the honeypot trap; p12 - CN is available to provide services;
p13 - the user accesses the node resources; p14 - activation of the timer that measures the
time-out; p15 - the time-out period has expired (control place for the application of the MTD
mechanisms); p16 - the CN node server is free; p17 - selecting the activation of one of the
type of TMD defense mechanisms; p18 , p19 , p 20 - the respective MTD mechanism is selected,
changed and activated: SW - a new variant of server software, DPT - new dynamic
properties of its processing platform, NAS - the system has changed its network address;
p 21 , p 22 - processing end of the node request in which the respective SW, DPT and NAS
mechanism is used; p23 - requesting to be served normally; p 24 - initiating the release of
computing resources and testing the server; p25 - reconnecting the user to the server; p 26 initiation of isolation of the intruder when switching TMD; p 27 - the intruder packet is
removed when changing a current TMD mechanism.
• Timed transitions: t1 - the occurrence of an attack; t 4 - the intruder bypasses the
honeypot trap; t 6 - restoring the normal operating regime; t 7 - the activity of processing
and rejecting the malicious package by the firewall; t 8 , t 9 , t10 - the respective activities for
executing firewall rules as a result of which the intruder bypasses the firewall; t11 detection of the intruder by the IDS; t12 - the intruder bypasses the IDS; t13 - the intruder falls
into the trap of honeypot; t14 - recovery of the normal CN regime as a result of the intruder
falling into the honeypot trap; t15 - the intruder bypasses the honeypot trap; t16 - access of
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users by RC; t18 , t19 - the time-out of change (modification) and use of proactive MTD security
mechanisms; t 23 , t 24 , t 25 - the time delay of the respective MTD mechanisms established in
the RC: SW - a new variant of server software, DPT - new dynamic properties of its
processing platform, NAS - the system has changed its

Figure 2. SRN1 model with 3 security firewall rules, honeypot, IDS and 3 MTD
techniques.
network address; t 29 - processing of the current application; t30 - CN provides the requested
service; t34 - removing the intruder from the network.
• Immediate transitions: t 2 - determines the probability that the malicious package
was detected by the firewall; t 3 , t 4 , t 5 - probabilistic selector that determines the probability
that the malicious package will bypass the respective firewall rule; t 20 , t 21 , t 22 - selecting and
activating the respective MTD security mechanism: SW - a new variant of server software, DPT new dynamic properties of its processing platform, NAS - the system changes its network address;
t 26 , t 27 , t 31 - reactivating the processing of the user's request by the server; t32 - reset the server
release; t33 - initialization of the MTD defense activation and triggering the elimination of the
intruder; t34 - reset the selection and change of a MTD mechanism; t 35 , t 36 , t 37 - elimination of the
intruder when changing the current MTD mechanism; t38 - switching demand service normally with
the current MTD mechanism; t39 - eliminating the intruder when switching MTD.

It can be demonstrated that any FSRN or FGSPN model can be folded in a MR 
model type with the same attributes and behavioral properties. Figure 3 shows the MR 1
model obtained by the respective folding of the model FSRN1. It can also be demonstrated
that any model or GSPN can be wrapped in a model of the type with the same attributes
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and behavioral properties. Figure 3 shows the model obtained by the respective folding of
the FSRN1 model.
The timed rewriting rules of MR 1 are: r1  [r1i ], i  0, 1,  , k r  1 ( r 3  [ r 3 j ] , j  0,

1, , k r 3  1 and r 4  [ r 4 l ], l  1, 2 ,  , k r 4  1 , respectively)) are timed matrix rules for
rewriting subnets that describe the activation of firewall rules (time-out changing of MTD
mechanisms, respectively) for which the control place is p28 ( p15 and p14 , respectively).

Figure 3. The MR 1 model obtained by folding the SRN1 model RN1.
r 2 is a rewriting rule for which it guard function is g lr 2 ( m28 ) " False " and thus it is

enabled and fired as an ordinary timed transition. The selection of a r1i (respectively r3 j or
r4 j ) is made by the current marking of the place p28 ( p15 and p 14 , respectively), that

i  m28  M ( p28 ) ( j  m15  M ( p15 ) and l  m15  M ( p15 ) , respectively).
The libraries Lsp r 1 , Lsp r 3 and Lsp r 4 contain subnets FSRN templates of the RN type
with respective attributes, associated respectively with r1 , r3 and r 4 of the MR 1 model:
Lsp r1  {RN 1i , RN 1*i , i  0, 1,  , k r 1  1} , Lsp r 3  {RN 3 j , RN 3*j , j  0, 1, , k r 3  1} and
Lsp r 4  {RN 4 l , RN 4*l , l  1, 2,, k r 4  1}.

The guard function of the application r1i is g ir1 ( M )   ikr101 ( mi  4  0) , and of the
application

r3i and

r4 i

are

respectively:

g rj 3 ( M )   ikr 301 (m j 18  0)

and

g lr 4 ( M )   lkr 301 ( ml 18  1) .
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When a rule r1i or r3i or r4l is fired the changing of current structure MR 1 model,
with the respective attributes, is performed as follows:
r1i : RN1i  RN1*i1 , r1v : RN1v  RN1*0 , i  0, 1,  , k r1  1 , v  k r 1 ;

r 3 j : RN 3 j  RN 3*j 1 , r3s : RN3s  RN3*0 j  0, 1, , k r 3  1 , s  k r 3 ;
r 4 l : RN 4 l  RN 4 *l 1 , r4e : RNe  RN4*0 l  0, 1,  , k r 4  1 , e  k r 4 ,

descriptive expressions whose [29] are:
RN1i  |ti 3 pi 5 |ti 8 , RN1v  |t2 p4 |t7 , RN1*i 1  p2 |tl 3 pi 5 |ti 8 p8 , RN1*v  p2 |t2 p4 |t7 p8 ,
i  0, 1,  , k r 1  1, v  k r 1  3 ; RN 3 j |t j 20 p j 18 |t j 23 p21 |t26 , RN 3*j  p17 |t j  20 p j 18 |t j  23 p21 |t26 p23 ,



RN 3s |ts  20 p s 18 |ts  23 p22 |t27 p25 |t31 p24 |t30  p22 |t28  p25 |t32 ;


RN 3*s  p17 |ts  20 p s 18 |ts  23 p22 |t27 p25 |t31 p24 |t30 p17  p22 |t28 p 23  p25 |t32 ( p12  p16 );
RN 4 j |t j  20 1 p j 18 |t j  23 p21 |t26 , RN 4 *j  p17 |t

p j 18 |t j  23 p 21 |t26 1 p 23 ,


RN 4 s |ts  20 1 p s 18 |ts  23 p22 |t27 p25 |t31 p24 |t30  p22 |t28  p25 |t32 ;


RN 4*s  p17 |ts  20 p s 18 |ts  23 p22 |t27 p25 |t31 p24 |t30 p17  1 p22 |t28 p 23  p25 |t32 ( p12  p16 ),
j  20

j  0, 1, , k r 3  1, s  k r 3  k r 4  2.
The meaning of a descriptive expression (DE) of the structure of a Petri net is [29,
31]: DE ::  DE i  DE j |  DE , where  represents the operator of a binary compositional

operation, and  is the operator of a unary operation. By default, when applying these
operations, the locations, transitions and rewriting rules that have the same name are
merged, respectively. In a DE, any symbol-place, symbol-transition or symbol- rewriting rule
can be used in any order multiple times. When one of these symbols is removed, all of its
incident arcs will also be removed.
In [29, 31] it is shown how one can perform the mapping of a DE in graphical
representation of RP and vice versa, the graphical representation of this RP mapped in DE.
We briefly explain only the significance of the compositional operations used in this
work. For more details the reader can consult the works [29, 31]: The binary Fork operation,
rendered by the operator “  ”, describes the fact that at the occurrence of a specified event
e j two or more post-conditions will occur simultaneously. This operation is commutative,
associative and reflective; The Sequential operation, rendered by the operator ” |e j ”, is a
binary operation that determines the "cause-consequence" logic of the relationship
between two local states pi (pre-condition) and p k (post-condition), determined by the event.

This operation is associative, reflexive and transitive, but non-commutative;

The operation Competitive Parallelism, rendered by the operator “  ”, describes the
logical relations of the competitive parallelism of the conditions and events between two or
more competing processes. It is applied to perform the model composition of several submodules of the PN subnets, which describe the functioning of the respective subsystems in
a resulting model of the considered system.
Let two subnets RNA and RNB . They are rendered by the DEA  A and DE B  B

expressions, respectively then composing them by applying the “  ” operator, relative to

these two DE , we obtain the resultant RN R net, rendered by DER  C  A B where the places
and transitions having the same name will be merged respectively. The merged nodes will
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retain the attributes and incidence of the arcs in each subnet. This operation is
commutative, associative and reflexive.
When evaluating DE, the following priorities for the use of compositional operations
will be taken into consideration: a unary operation links more strongly than the binary ones;

“  ” is superior to the operation “ |t j ”, which, in turn, is superior to the operation  .
In turn, the MR 1 model can be unfolded in a FSRN1 model with the same attributes
and behavioral properties, which allows using some of the specialized PetriNetTool [32]
instrumental platforms to simulate and analyze these types of models, for example, VPNP
[33], PIPE 4.3 [32].
In the case of a large number of firewall rules and / or MTD techniques, the size of
the graphical presentation of a model similar to FSRN1 increases considerably. Thus, we
can see the advantage of compact representation of MR  type models.
The FSRN1 model, underlying to MR 1, has BLR behavioral properties, so the fuzzy
CTMC1 (FCTMC1) describing the functioning of this model is ergodic [18, 23, 24] and it has
211 vanishing markings and 140 tangible markings.
Case Study. Next we will present a case study to show the use of the approach
presented in this paper. The numerical analysis of some QoS characteristics of CN security
system is based on the FSRN1 model, using the knowledge of the experts in the field [1, 4,
8, 18]. As an example for the fuzzy rates of fired transitions and timed rewriting rules, we
~
establish the following TrNFs values: ~1  (0.005, 0.0075, 0.01, 0.0125 ), 6  (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0),
~

7  (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5),

~
~
~
8  (1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 3.0), ~1  ( 0 .005 , 0 .0075 , 0 .01, 0 .0125 ), 6  (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0), 7  (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5),
~

~

~

8  (1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 3.0), 9  (2.5, 2.75, 3.25, 3.50), 10  (2.25, 3.0, 3.25, 3.75),
~

~

~

~

~

11  12  (1 .5, 2 .0, 2 .25 , 2 .75 ), 13  ( 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5), 14  ( 5 .0 , 5 .5, 6 . 0, 6 .5 ), 15  (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5),
~
  (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0),     r 3  r 4  0.5, ~r 1  ~r 2  2.0,
16

~

18

19

~

~

23  (3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0),  24  ( 4 .5, 5 .0, 5 .5, 6 .0 ), 25  (3.5, 4.0, 4.5 5.0),
~

~

~

29  (3.0, 4.0, 4.25, 4.5), 30  (10, 18, 22, 25), 34  (2.0, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25).

Similarly, we determine the weights w k  100 , associated with all the immediate
transitions, based on which their firing probabilities q k are determined [24].
~
The credible values of the fuzzy firing rates  j  ( a j , b j , c j , d j ) of the timed
transitions are calculated according to the expression:
  E [ ]  ( a j  b j  c j  d j ) / 4 [25].
In order to evaluate the QoS characteristics of the CN based on the FSRN1 model,
with the credible fuzzy parameters of this case study, the VPNP instrumental software
platform was used [33]. For example, the probability that the security system successfully
countered the intruder attacks is the probability  sec  Pr(M ( p1 )  1) that FSRN1 is in the state

M k  Acc( FSRN1 ) , where Acc( FSRN1) is the set of accessible markings of
FSRN1 from M 0 . Figure 4 shows the graphs evolution of the state-steady probability
 sec  Pr(M ( p1 )  1) and the  sva  Pr(M ( p23 )  1) , respectively that the server processes the user
M k ( p1 )  1,

request, function on 18  [0.5, 1.5], 18  0.1 and 13  [1, 4], 13  1.
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Thus, each evaluator can build his own type MR 1 and/or GSPN1 model, using
various combinations of CN security techniques and respective fuzzy parameters to evaluate
the specified performance characteristics. In other words, it can assign a weight for each
chosen performance feature based on the specified requirements. For each security
technique (firewall, honeypot, MTD, etc.), the evaluator can specify the values of each fuzzy
parameter and then obtain based on this type of model final results of quantitative values
of performance characteristics with different combinations of types of security techniques
and their associated weight to perform a comparative analysis of their efficiency.

Figure 4. The graphs evolution of the state-steady probability  sec and  sva .
Conclusion

In this paper a new type of reward stochastic network (FSRN) is defined by
introducing matrix attributes and dynamically rewriting them and its structure, called
MFRSRN, which allows the dynamic reconfiguration, dependent on the current marking, of
these types of models. Moreover, this formalism offers a descriptive language that allows
the management of the compact representation of the model size by introducing the matrix
structuring and rewriting mechanisms of the compositional behavior of the model.

As an example of an application, we show how the proposed formalism can be applied to
the performance modeling of a CN “Defense in Breadth” security system, which incorporates a
combination of firewall, IDS, honeypot and MTD techniques, taking into account the probabilistic
uncertainty issues and the epistemic one.
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In the future we intend to carry out the following researchs: (1) to validate the proposed
model based on different scenarios through a comprehensive analysis taking into account the fact
that the timing distributions of the transitions and the timed rewriting rules are random variables
with phase distributions [10] (for example, Elang, Cox, Hyperexponential etc.), and their parameters
are intuitionistic fuzzy numbers [34]; (2) to integrate in the VPNP tool a software subsystem that will
allow to solve by means of the Mehar method [35] the Chapman-Kolmogorov differential equations
of the fuzzy CTMC, generated by a model type FGSPN; (3) to elaborate and develop a similar
software product VPNP tool for visual simulation and analysis of models of the type that describe
the evolution of discrete event systems with reconfigurable matrix applications.
This work was carried out within the national project of applied scientific research
14.820.18.02.03 / U.
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